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Commencement exercises begin May 29, conclude June 12
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Honors program gives extra challenge to
increasing number of CAS special students
by April Dulan
The Honors Program at Loma
Linda University was begun five
years ago to give special students
an extra challenge in their
academic life.
This year the Honors Program
boasts 70 students, quite an in
crease from when the program
started in 1983 with 12 students.
The retention rate has also in
creased each year.
A minimum grade-point aver
age of 3.25 is required for en
trance in the Honors Program.
A student who is unable to
maintain the required GPA is
given a quarter to raise it.
Students are accepted into the
Honors Program through their
sophomore year and are still able
to graduate in four years. Lower
division honors seminar courses
fulfill part of a specific generaleducation requirement. During
their junior year students write
a proposal for their senior pro
ject. Most departments let the
students apply their projects to
their major requirements.
The senior honors project
concludes with a thesis which is
presented to the class. Martie
Erne, coordinator for the pro
gram, explains that if a student
feels he will not have time for

literature. The seminars can
cover any subject.
Ms. Erne noted that even
though most of the students in
the program are from the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences this
year there are quite a few
students from the School of
Business and Management and
the School of Religion.
The honors program spon
sored several panels this year on
social issues in contemporary
society. Panel discussions includ
ed the Vietnam War with a
panel of veterans, the constitu
tion with judges as the panelists,
and death and dying.
This year the Honors Program
started a network with other
SDA colleges sharing ideas and
comparing research. Ms. Erne
explains the LLU Honors Pro
gram is also developing plans for
financial assistance with projects
and trips.
Ms. Erne commented that the
object of the program is to "give
the student an alternative way
of learning," for students who
like to be challenged. She en
joys teaching honors students.
"It doesn't take a lot of work
because the students appreciate
the classes." The seminars are a
way for the instructors and the
students to learn.
TVie VlorvoTs Program satisfies
12

to his major. For example, a stu
dent would be exempt from
Speech 104.
The Honors Program is de
pendent on faculty proposals. A
favorite this year was the seminar
on Halley's comet. Other
seminars offered this year were
"Clash of Symbols" about im
agery and interaction, and
"Saint Augustine's Confessions,"
as part of great books in

units

of

Jiumanities

(ira-

eluding 4 units of civilization),
4 units of natural sciences, 4
units of personal/social relation
ships, 4 units of oral com
munications, 4 units of avocational skills, and 6 to 10 units
of honors project that conclude
with the honors thesis.
Ms. Erne stressed that more
proposals are needed for
seminars from the faculty. The
program is open to all faculty.
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Several seniors are doing pro
jects this year. For the last six
months, Vivian Newball, a
senior speech pathology major,
has been analyzing the effec
tiveness of the "Free Speech
Test" and the "Husdon Test" in
identifying speech impairments
in children for her project.
Ms. Newball is working with
seven children, ages four to
seven, on the Loma Linda cam
pus. The Free Speech Test is
designed to elicit speech from
children in a natural environ
ment. The children are in a
room with games and toys and
are observed as they play.
The Husdon Test involves
showing children pictures and
toys and asking them to identify
them. In both tests the children's
pronunciation is carefully
observed.
The object of her project is to
show that the Husdon Test gives
the same results as the Free
Speech Test.
Tolan Le, a senior biochemis
try major, is using a rare method
to isolate the enzyme phosphoglucose isomerase.
She is using the affinityelution chromatography method
to isolate the enzyme from a
sweet potato. This involves put
ting a gel into a column, then
pouring a solution with the en
zyme into ttie column with the

gel. Next, she pours the substrate
solution into the column. After
this, Ms. Le uses a vacuum to
suck the mixture through the
column and isolate the enzyme.
Ms. Le started this project in
October and works on it three
hours a day, two days a week, in
Palmer Hall. This month she
will give her presentation.
John Berglund, a senior math
ematics major in the College of
Arts and Sciences, is creating a
computer program that makes it
possible to make monohedral
periodic two-dimensional tilings,
or "pretty pictures," the name
Mr. Berglund coined for nonmathematicians. He won a $100
award for the best proposal last
year.
This process, started by M.C.
Escher, involves creating
repetitious interlocking shapes
that fit like a puzzle and cover
a whole plane. Mr. Berglund, an
admirer of Escher's method,
plans to one day develop a pro
gram on the computer that
would enable a person to easily
create "pretty pictures." By hand,
it takes a long time because
careful attention is given to
detail.
Mr. Berglund figured it would
take him about 10 years to
develop the program, a project
he wouldn't start for a couple of
years. He is happy his senior
honors project has given him
the opportunity to work on the
program years ahead of time and

Veterans of the Vietnam War speak participate in a panel discus
sion with honors students.

in a shorter span of time. So far
the user only has to draw one
half of a single shape and the
computer will draw the other
half.
Eventually, Mr. Berglund
hopes the program will allow the
user to change a line easily and
the computer will automatical
ly, simultaneously change all
the other lines and complete the
whole pattern after the user has
drawn one figure.
Mr. Berglund researched the
project last summer and fall

quarter of 1987. Vernon Howe,
PhD, professor of mathematics,
College of Arts and Sciences, is
working with him on the pro
ject. Mr. Berglund mentioned
this project has been one of the

nr

most challenging things he has
done. Working on a Macintosh
is part of the challenge, since he
hasn't worked on one before. He
spends an average of five to six
hours a week on his project.
"It's hard to say when the pro
ject is done because it can be used
at any stage," he said. He feels
the program will never be com
pletely finished because it will
always be possible to add more
features. Mr. Berglund, in the
future, would like to put the program on a color monitor and
also make a pattern with more
than one shape and make the
shapes three-dimensional. At
this point, he has enough infor
mation for his presentation
which will be given in May.
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Dietetic technology program receives tenyear approval from accrediting organization

Students and graduates from the School of Allied Health Pro
fessions display various professional patches on their uniforms.
From left: Occupational therapy student Sheri Carter wears an
OT student patch, while OT student Susan Fedderson shows the
registered occupational therapist patch which she and Ms. Carter
will earn on graduation. Nattie Salazar, a certified occupational
therapist assistant who graduated from LLU, wears the COTA
patch; and David Jeffrey, an LLU graduate and registered therapist
at LLUMC, also wears a registered occupational therapist patch.
The therapists and prospective therapists are standing in front
of equipment commonly used in therapy.

Occupational therapy program
doubles enrollment in 10 years
In this seventieth year of the
occupational therapy (OT) pro
fession, Loma Linda University's
bachelor degree / registered oc
cupational therapist program ap
proaches its third decade with
doubled enrollment and a
demanding job market.
The department of occupa
tional therapy in the School of
Allied Health Professions has
received continuing accredita
tion status for its bachelor of
science / registered OT program;
and accreditation status tor its
additional program level, a postbaccalaureate certificate pro
gram.
Additionally, a letter of review
has been granted for the OT
assistant program being offered
on the associate degree level. A
letter of review indicates that the
program appears to meet the
essentials of the American Oc

cupational Therapy Association
Accreditation Committee. Full
approval will be granted when
compliance with the essentials
is met at the on-site visit in
March, 1989.
Students desiring a career
change are enrolled in the cer
tificate program. Entering with
a BS or BA degree, students
complete their studies in two
years and take the certification
exam.
Students will enter LLU's first
OT assistants (COTA) class this
September, 1988. Five students
have already been accepted. The
class will be limited to 15 to pro
vide quality academic and
clinical experiences.
For more information about
occupational-therapy-related
professions, call Loma Linda
University's OT department at
824-4628.
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A ten-year approval has been
granted to the dietetic tech
nology program, School of
Allied Health Professions, by
the American Dietetic Associa
tion (ADA). "This program ap
pears well conceived, planned,
and coordinated with institu
tional philosophies and goals as
well as community needs," says
the accrediting body.
The written application for

Dr. David Hobson
receives certification
The American Board of Or
thodontics has announced that
David C. Hobson, DDS, a
School of Dentistry alumnus,
has successfully completed all
phases of its comprehensive ex
amination for certification of
orthodontics.
Dr. Hobson, who completed
his dental degree at the Univer
sity of Southern California,
received specialty education in
orthodontics from Loma Linda
University.
The American Board of Or
thodontics is recognized by the
American Dental Association as
the only certifying board in the
specialty of orthodontics.
Established in 1929, it is the
oldest specialty board in
dentistry.
Currently, there are about
8,000 orthodontists in the
United States and Canada, and
19 percent have attained cer
tification as a "Diplomate of the
American Board of Orthodon
tics."

Residency in dental
anesthesia now with SD
The dental anesthesia residen
cy program, directed by Russel
Seheult, DDS, has transferred to
the School of Dentistry from the
LLU Medical Center in a move
designed to give hospital den
tistry more space.
Started in 1985 and located in
hospital dentistry, the two-year
program trains qualified dentists
in all areas of pain and anxiety
control in dentistry. It current
ly has three residents.
The dental activities carried
on in hospital dentistry will be
discontinued as of June 30. Cur
rently, the School of Dentistry
has moved the dental anesthesia
program into its oral surgery
clinic, and patients are already
being treated under general
anesthesia.
Many patients have handicaps
which make it difficult or im
possible to be treated in a private
setting. The School is looking
forward to aiding this underserved population, and heightening
student awareness.

approval, coordinated by
Georgia Hodgkin, MS, RD, pro
gram director, was well received
by the accrediting body for all
nutrition programs. A full page
delineating strengths of the pro
gram commended its philosophy,
objectives, and administrative
support.
Other positive comments cen
tered on faculty and director
qualifications and the integra
tion of knowledge and perfor
mance requirements within the
curriculum. ADA recommend
ed additional faculty be hired
when the full complement of 20
students in each of the two-year
classes becomes a reality.
The associate in science
degree includes one year of
sciences, sociology, psychology,
and general education require
ments which may be taken on
the La Sierra campus of Loma
Linda University or at any ac
credited college or university.
The second year includes
courses in nutrition and food ser
vice management in a fivequarter sequence. Mrs. Hodgkin
says, "On-the-job skills are prac
ticed in numerous local facilities
throughout the curriculum."
Trends indicate new jobs will
increase significantly in fields used
by an aging population. The

especially an
quality of life
is markedly af
extended life
fected by the eating habits of the
individual. "Nutrition interven
tion throughout the life cycle
has potential for enhancing
disease resistance, vitality, and
productivity," according to Bert
C. Connell, PhD, RD, chair
man, department of nutrition
and dietetics, SAHP.
The LLU program in dietetic
technology prepares the student
to write the registration ex
amination for the dietetic
technician from the American
Dietetic Association. After suc
cessfully writing the exam, the
designation Dietetic Technician
Registered (DTR) follows the in
dividual's signature.
Jobs abound in hospitals,
skilled nursing
schools,
anywhere food is
facilities
produced and served in quanti
ty. The DTR may focus on client
nutrition education in public
health departments, hospitals,
anywhere
outpatient clinics
individuals or groups see the
need for food behavior change.
High school graduates, dis
placed homemakers, emptynesters, any who want to be part
of a dynamic rewarding career
may call 1-800-422-4LLU for ad
mission information.
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Dental graduating class honored at senior banquet on May 8
Seniors, spouses, sweethearts,
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, honored several faculty whom restorative dentistry; Michael Hilbert Lentz, DDS, assistant
and employees of the School of Mark Anderson, Charlene they felt had gone out of their Francis, DDS, associate professor professor of oral diagnosis,
Dentistry honored the 1988 Chan, Thomas Clonch, Mark way to be helpful during the
of removable prosthodontics; radiology, and pathology; and Ben
Jacob Lee, DDS, assistant pro
graduating class with a banquet Lawrence Davis, Joseph Hong, class' four years: Kay Clifford,
Nelson, DDS, MPH, associate
at the Red Lion Inn in Ontario Christian Manley, Thomas Mor DDS, assistant professor of fessor of pediatric dentistry; professor of prosthodontics.
on May 8.
ton, Jr., Bonnie Nelson, Ronald
After special music provided Taylor, Randy Wolff; M. Webster
by students Gary Chan, Scott Prince Award, Mark Anderson;
Connors, and Louis Mo, many President's Award, Todd MillThe School of Public Health panic, American Indian, Alas- tics, nutrition, health survey
of the seniors were recognized for edge.
has been awarded a grant of kan Native, Pacific Islander, or research, international health,
their outstanding accomplish
In addition to the students, $4,500 to employ three minor
Asian, and who are U.S. citizens school health, and computer sci
ments.
ence. Each apprentice will work
three faculty members received ity-group high school students as or permanent residents.
Bernard Byrd, DOS, professor Omicron Kappa Upsilon awards: summer trainees. The Minority
Applicants are being sought up to 400 hours during summer
and chairman of oral surgery, David Anderson, DDS, assistant High School Research Appren
from public and parochial high vacation and earn up to $1,400.
coordinated the presentation of professor of oral surgery; Arthur tice Program, funded by the Na
schools in the San Bernardino- The School of Public Health
the following awards:
Garner, DDS assistant professor tional Institutes of Health, is in
Riverside-Redlands area. A call research committee will admin
National Association of of oral diagnosis, radiology, tended to stimulate minority stu
for applications has been sent to ister the program. Persons know
Seventh-day Adventist Dentists, and pathology; and Steven Mor
dents to pursue careers in re
ing of qualified candidates
school principals.
Tbdd Milledge; Alumni Associa
row, DDS, assistant professor of search or the health professions.
Apprentices will be assigned should notify research commit
tion, Bonnie Nelson; Mission endodontics.
Eligible are students who iden
to research projects in disciplines tee chair Jan W. Kuzma, PhD, at
Activities Awards, Jeffrey Barlow,
The class of 1988 also tify themselves as Black, His
such as epidemiology, biostatis- 824-4590.
Susan Bether, Steven Blech,
Isaac Chin, Darrell Cline, Eric
Gustavsen, Scott Henning,
Kwang Lee, Tbdd Milledge.
California Dental Associa
tion, Robert Ripley; American
Association of Women Dentists,
Terri Mitoma-Kunihira; South
ern California Academy of
General Dentistry, Clayton
Chan; International College of
Dentists, Mark Porco; Interna
tional Dentist Program Awards,
Tai Huynh, Howard Ho.
• No Federal Taxes Withheld
• No State Taxes Withheld
Pierre Fauchard Academy,
• Tax-Free Compounding of your account until money is withdrawn
Clayton Chan; Alpha Omega
Scholarship, Joseph Hong;
•Tax-Free loans from a tax sheltered annuity.
Semantodontics, Thomas Morrnn- lr.: American College of
Dentists Southern California
IMPORTANT
PROFESSIONALLY
Section, Thomas Morton, Jr.;
ADVANTAGES
MANAGED
ADA / Dentsply Student Clini
cian, Clayton Chan; F. Gene
PROGRAMS ...
Dixon Student Leadership, Ran
dy Wolff.

Grant awarded to Public Health for trainees
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Summer program in
Galapagos to restart
Chairman of the department
of biology in the College of Arts
and Sciences Richard Tkachuck, PhD, and Gary Bradley,
PhD, associate professor of
biology, visited the Galapagos
Islands from March 17 to Apnl 3.
There were several purposes
for the trip, according to Dr.
Tkachuck. Since the depart
ment of biology has not taken
students to the Galapagos Is
lands in recent years Dr. Tka
chuck went to explore the pos
sibilities of renewing the summer
program.
The Galapagos Islands, locat
ed off the coast of Equador, are
one of the significant biological
locations in the world. Speciation of several animals takes
place on the islands. It is con
sidered a model island for observ
ing first-hand the formation of
species.
Animals on the island are very
tame, according to Dr. Tka
chuck. There are only a few
human inhabitants of the
islands.
The department of biology
plans to start the program again
during the summer of 1989.
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LLUMC employees*
Continued from page 1
set and a VCR. As an additional
gift, the floral decorations on the
tables were given to the
employee at each table who had
the most years of service.

W. Alvin Thunquest, Jr., (third from left) is honored at the annual employee-recognition banquet
for 40 years of service. He received a service pin, a watch, and a $1,500 travel certificate. Shown
with him are (from left) Thomas Zirkle, MD, LLUMC senior vice-president; Mrs. Florence Thun
quest, Alvin's mother; Marilyn Thunquest, his wife; David B. Hinshaw, Sr., MD, LLUMC presi
dent; and Ron Anderson, LLUMC senior vice-president and chief operating officer.

W. Alvin Thunquest, Jr., awarded special
recognition for 40 years of service to LLUMC
Forty years of service have not
gone unrewarded for W. Alvin
Thunquest, Jr., PharmD, direc
tor of the Loma Linda Univer
sity Medical Center Pharmacy.
At the employee recognition
banquet held at the Red Lion
Inn in Ontario on May 12, he
was presented with a 40-year ser
vice pin, a watch, and a $1,500
travel certificate.
Mr. Thunquest's years of labor
began when he was a student at
Loma Linda Academy and work
ed part time as a janitor in Kate
Lindsay Hall for a year. He then
transferred to the dispatch
department at Loma Linda
University Hospital (the forerun
ner to the Medical Center),
located on the hill. He worked
there during the remainder of
his high school years and during
part of two years of college at La
Sierra. He later worked as a desk
clerk at the hospital and then
as a pharmacy aide.
Al Thunquest and Marilyn
Dalgleish were married in June,
1954, and that fall they moved
to the Los Angeles area. Mr.
Thunquest attended the Univer

sity of Southern California
School of Pharmacy for four
years, graduating with a PharmD
degree in 1958.
The Thunquests returned to
Loma Linda in 1958, where they
have resided ever since. They
have three grown children:
Rosalyn, 31; Michael, 29; and
Gary, 26.
Upon his return to Loma Lin
da, Mr. Thunquest took a posi
tion as pharmacist at Loma
Linda University Hospital. Ap
proximately four years later,
when the director of the phar
macy left, Mr. Thunquest was
appointed as director, a position
he has held since that time.
He has seen many changes in
the pharmacy since the early
days. The hospital pharmacy
opened in the 1950s with five or
six employees. It now employs
101 persons, although not all
work full time. The pharmacy is
open 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. Yearly, its pharmacists
prepare approximately 500,000
IV doses and more than
4,400,000 oral and injectable
doses for inpatients, and in ex

cess of 100,000 outpatient
prescriptions.
Mr. Thunquest also has seen
changes in the role of the
pharmacist.
"Today," he says, "the phar
macist is involved in all aspects
of pharmaceutical care. A phar
macist's education also is much
more clinical now than it used
to be.
"The role of the pharmacist
has evolved from just being con
cerned about getting the right
drug to being concerned with
appropriate doses, adverse side
effects, minimizing drug inter
action, and cost effectiveness."
To keep up with his profession,
Mr. Thunquest belongs to
several state and national profes
sional pharmacy organizations.
Away from the Medical
Center, he pursues active sports
such as racquetball and tennis.
He and his wife also enjoy bi
cycling, including mountain biking, and traveling.
Mr. Thunquest says that he
and his wife may use his $1,500
travel certificate on a cruise to
the Caribbean or to Alaska.

The LLUMC human resource
department
management
(formerly the personnel depart
ment) made the arrangements
for the employee recognition
evening.

Ron Anderson, vice-president for financial affairs, explains the
symbolism of the elements of the employee's service pin, a large
model of which is displayed.

Entertainment for the evening was provided by TKe Heralds, a
well-known quartet.

When names were drawn for prizes, Becky Cassady, office
manager for the Medical Center's cancer program, was the lucky
winner of a VCR.

1988 LLU commencement events to begin May 29,
Continued from page I
faculty of Harvard University. In
1970 he joined the staff of the
University of Washington.
In addition to his respon
sibilities at the University of
Washington, Dr. Kwiram is on
several committees appointed by
the General Conference of
Seventh-day Adventists.
Gloria Sorrentino Hope, PhD,
director, Division of Government
al Affairs for the American
Nurses' Association, will speak to
School of Nursing graduates at
10 a.m. on Fnday, June 10 in the
University Church. Her topic
will be "Opportunities in an

Age of Uncertainty."
Dr. Hope is a much-published
writer on the delivery of educa
tion, and legislation of health
care. During her career, she has
been involved in community
and professional activities
through numerous organizations
and societies.
At 1:30 p.m. on Friday, Gerald
R. Winslow, PhD, professor of
Christian ethics in the School
of Religion, will speak to
graduates from the School of
Public Health. The graduation
ceremonies will be held in the
Campus Hill Church.
Dr. Winslow, a graduate of
Walla Walla College, received his

doctorate degree from the
Graduate Theological Union at
Berkeley in 1979.
He is the author of numerous
articles, including book reviews,
for literary and religious publica
tions, and has published one
book on biomedical ethics.
Dr. Winslow holds member
ships in numerous professional
organizations, and has been the
recipient of many honors and
awards.
Richard L. Neil, MD, assist
ant dean of the School of
Public Health, will speak Sun
day, June 12, on the La Sierra
campus mall, to graduates of the
College of Arts and Sciences,

School of Business and Manage
ment, and School of Education.
Dr. Neil, a graduate of Ohio
State University and Loma Lin
da University School of Medi
cine, joined Loma Linda Univer
sity's faculty in 1979. He is in
constant demand as a speaker
and actively promotes his special
interests in health and lifestyle,
preventive medicine, and stress
management in lectures and
seminars around the country.
At 1 p.m. on Sunday, in the
University Church, Wayne R.
Judd, executive director of
marketing at Loma Linda
University will speak to
graduates from the School of

Allied Health Professions.
Mr. Judd, who will be speak
ing on "To Make the World Bet
ter," joined the University ad
ministration last year. Prior to
coming to Loma Linda Univer
sity, Mr. Judd served as vice
president for college advance
ment at Columbia Union Col
lege in Takoma Park, Maryland.
The author of numerous ar
ticles and books, Mr. Judd has
conducted conferences on 19th
century American religious
history, hosted a weekly radio
talk show on current social
issues, and conducted teaching
workshops throughout the
United States.
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Automated Health System Laundry holds open house
Approximately 175 persons at
tended the afternoon open
house on May 4 at Automated
Health System Laundry, 1275
East San Bernardino Avenue,
San Bernardino, and took a
guided tour through the huge,
new plant.
The laundry, which is owned
jointly by Adventist Health
System / Loma Linda and Ad
ventist Health System / West,
began operations on January 4,
but it was another three months
before the majority of the equip
ment had been moved in and
installed.
Run by computerized automa
tion, the 50,000 square-foot
plant probably is the only one
in the United States whose
operations are controlled from

beginning to end by computer,
according to Joe Rapp, general
manager of the laundry. A pro
duction manager keeps an eye
on things to be sure everything
moves along smoothly.
Although operations at the
laundry are mostly automated,
40 people are employed there.
Current customers are Barstow
Community Hospital, Glendale
Adventist Medical Center, Loma
Linda Community Hospital,
Loma Linda Manor, Loma Lin
da University Medical Center,
and White Memorial Medical
Center. Other Southern Califor
nia hospitals are expected to
become customers in the future,
Mr. Rapp says.
Each customer-institution fills
large, bulk-transport carts with

soiled laundry. The carts are
taken back to the plant, and the
laundry is emptied into a large
bin. (Each institutions laundry
is kept separate from the others'.)
After the carts are emptied, they
enter an enclosed area, where
they are washed and sanitized,
and then they roll out the op
posite side into the clean area.
The laundry plant has what is
called a barrier wall: on one side
is soiled laundry, on the other
is clean. This is to avoid con
tamination of clean laundry.
On the soiled-laundry side, a
worker tilts the bin to get at the
bags of dirty linen and empties
them onto a conveyor belt,
which takes the soiled goods up
to another level. Here,
workers
wearing gloves,

masks, and aprons sort the
goods into large canvas bags call
ed slings, which are suspended
on rails. A designation written
in both English and Spanish
tells what type of laundry (such
as sheets, towels, blankets) goes
into each sling.
A sling holds 110 pounds,
clean, dry weight. When the bag
reaches that weight, it rolls out
along a track, and another takes
its place. The full sling is lifted
automatically to an overhead rail
and runs along this to a storage
rail in another huge room.
At the appropriate time, the
slings are moved to a point
above a continuous-batch
washer. (The laundry has two of
these washers.) The bottom of
the sling opens, and the laun
dry drops into the washer, which
is like a long tunnel or tube. The
tube has 12 compartments, and
a load of laundry moves from
one compartment to the. next as
it is washed, bleached, and rinsed.
A new load drops into the
first compartment every two
minutes, so that by the time the
first load gets to the last com
partment, all the compartments
have a load of laundry in them.
Water enters the tube from the
Darrow Foster, production end opposite the end where the
manager at the laundry, programs clothes enter, so that the last
A worker transfers folded bath towels from an automatic folder
a Miltron control unit for one of rinse water is clean. In a wateronto a conveyor belt.
the continuous-batch washers.
saving procedure, the rinse water
works its way back through each
stage of the washing-rinsing pro
cess, so that when it reaches the
wash stage, it has been used
several times.
This type of washer uses ap
proximately one-third the
amount of water per pound of
goods that a typical commercial
washer / extractor uses.
Water is heated to approx
imately 160 degrees for washing
Washed laundry moves from the extractor (far
and rinsing, 150 degrees for
right) up a conveyor belt onto a two-shelved shut
Workers in the center of the photo feed pillow bleaching, and 100 degrees for
tle that moves the laundry to a dryer.
cases into an ironer.
the final rinse, to which fabric
softener is added. Proper

amounts of soap, bleach, and
fabric softener are added
automatically at the proper
times.
An energy-saving device in
stalled at the plant is a wastewater heat reclaimer. Waste
water runs through the device
on one side of a thin sheet of
metal, and clean water runs
through on the other side.
Before the waste water is discard
ed, the reclaimer extracts heat
from it and transfers the heat
through the thin metal to the
clean water.
After a load of laundry goes
through the final rinse, it is drop
ped into a hydraulic-squeeze ex
tractor that squeezes (rather than
spins) the water out. Then the
load is moved by conveyor belt
to one of six huge dryers, which
have open flames burning all
along the bottom of them.
When the laundry is dry, it is
again automatically unloaded
onto a belt and is emptied into
a large storage sling.
At the appropriate time, slings
containing items (such as sheets
and pillow cases) that need to be
ironed are moved to the ironing
area, and slings with other items
(such as towels, wash cloths,
blankets, and gowns) go to the
folding area. Workers again han
dle the goods at this point, in
serting them, one by one, into .
folding machines. Some items
(pajama pants, wash cloths, and
babies' shirts) are folded by
hand.
Workers place the clean, fold
ed goods into the large, sanitiz
ed, bulk-transport carts, which
are lined with polyethylene bags.
The laundry is then ready to be
sent back to the institution from
which it came.
"Clean laundry is returned to
a customer within 24 hours of
the time that the soiled laundry
is picked up," general manager
Joe Rapp says.

GRAND OPENING!

(Formerly Pizza Factory)
25612 Barton Road, Loma Linda (in Alpha Beta Shopping Center)

CALL 796-9127
STORE HOURS:

Sunday - Thursday: 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday: 11 a.m. to Sundown
Saturday: Sundown to Midnight

$8 MINIMUM
PURCHASE
FOR
FREE DELIVERY

I COUPON I

$1 OFF
ANY SIZE PIZZA

Bags of laundry hang overhead in the soil-storage area. Two continuous-batch washers are below,
and between them are two Miltron control units that program their operation.

796-9127
11 Coupon Per Order |

$2 OFF
ANY X-LARGE PIZZA
796-9127
1 1 Coupon Per OrderBH
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Honored LLUMC employees
FIVE YEARS
Joseph A. Adeyemo
Sheila Adlawan
David Ajeigbe
Arlene Y. Alvarez
Olivia L. Andreis
Danilyn Mag-Akat Angeles
Tamara J. Armstrong
Ciaig E. Austin
Bonnie Lee Bames
Asher A. Barrientos
Lora Lee Benzatyan
Eileen Sue Bloom
Colleen J. Bock-Laudenslager
Robert W. Boggess, Jr.
Boosaba Boonche
Jeffrey E Boskind
Francis C. Boucek
Heidi Ann Bowen
Loretta Bueermann
WilhelminaC Cachola
Challis A. Casebolt
Linda G. Chan-Llaguno
Vicky J. Chebeleu
Geneva A. Chinnock
Sherry L. Christensen
Sandra L. Cochran
Darrel B. Crane
Thuan Dang
Lisa Ann Davis
Robert V. Derby
Ernestine Joyce Dew
Samuel E. Dey, Jr.
Melisa A. Erick
Jenny L. Erickson
Lisa Fabela
Bryan L. Fandrich
Esther A. Farag
Carla Jean Feldkamp
Bonnie S. Frazier
Geir P. Frivold
Fredesbindo Gadea
Danette A. Gaetke
Geraldine A. Gamache
Darlene Gaskill
Deanna H. Glindmeyer
Connie J. Goodchild
Frances J. Grossenbacher
Alice Gutierrez
Pamela Diane Haddad
Ly/e D. Harder

Sandra Haskins
Don Elvem Hettand
William Hinton, Sr.
Harriet M. Hinton
Pamela S. Hirschkom
Faye Elizabeth Hoff
Rhonda Kay Hopp
Faith C. Hughes
Christopher Mark Hynum
Victor L. Ibarra
Chaleamsakdi Inmotto
Roberta Lynn Jackson
Lorene Ann James
Olivia Deborah Jeffrey
Indra R. Johanson
Wesley R. Jones
Sharon E. Kidd
Lisa Jo Ann Kirby
Harry A. Knopper
Tina R. Kraemer
Karen Joan Lance
Linda K. Larson
Henry G. Lauf
Alan H. Lawson
Charlotte A. Lawson
Scott E. Le Bard
Jocelyne Lecompte
Debra D. Lippe
David Lopez
Vincent R. Lopez
Susan J. Loye
Michael L. Lum
Joanne MacQuarrie
La Reatha Carpenter Maldonado
Hector G. Martinez
Katherine Anne Matthies
Helen Louise Mayfield
Michelle Mayne
Hope M. McKenzie
Marguerite L. McNeil
Jeanine McNeill
Carlos A. Mejia
Agnes M. H. Men
Victoria Mitchell
Gaylan W. Moushon
Jonathan J. Mthombeni
Verah K. Mthombeni
Michael A. Navarro
Catherine Dianne Nelson
Ruth E. Nichols
Frank Novielli
Onyema A. Nwaomah

Adelle C. Nystrom
Allison J. Olufson
Lola Jean Parker
Leliroth W. Pedro
Darin M. Pendergraft
Pamela Peters
Denise Michelle Polk
Suzanne Porras
Diane M. Poyzer
Lynne N. Previte
Sheri A. Rambharose
Teresa M. Regester
Dolores C. Revell
Linda S. Rosenquist
Samantha Diane Saldana
Charlotte L. Sangster
Vahe H. Sarrafian
Gregory John Schaner
Coral A. Scheffel
Robert H. Schultz
Jodee D. Shaw
Pamela S. Shea
Valeric J. Smith
Douglas K. Soderblom
Chanda M. Spaulding
Robert G. Stewart
Cyndy J. Stidham
Gary R. Stier
Douglas Stokes
Warren A. Stringer
Doris L. Sullivan
Bonnie S. Szumski
Margaret Phekchoo Tan
Monica I Temple
Duane J. Thorpe
Erlinda Torres
Santa V. Torres
Margaret R. Venckeleer
Judith Ann Villa
Nan Wang
Gloria J. Webley
Deanna Renee White
Margaret Belliveau Whitson
Beverly Smith Wical
Shirley A. Williamson
Gina L. Wilmot
Rhonda M. Wisdom
Andrew L. Wong
Laurel A. Wood
Delia R. Wright
Deborah L. Wynn
^.
Janette P. Yhip
«^BM»r
Theresa Rene Young

Linda J. Dockery
Imelda M. Donate
Carolina B. Dugaduga
Kelly Gene Eick
Gerald Ellis
Dexter K. Emoto
Lori Ann Englehart
Ross L. Fiesler
Judy Ann Fischer
Celia N. Fortajada
Donald C. Garcia
Pauline T. Gastelum
Cynthia M. Gaurino
Lillian E. Ghosh
James L. Gilbert
Harvey Glasgow
Delmarie Grace
Eleanore M. Groves
Anthony S. Gutierrez
Connie Haglund
Sharon Haines
Amal Hannaway
Sandra Sunghea Hazley
Bette J. Hillock
Carol S. Hilovsky
Tony A. Hilton
Mona Ho
Nellie Hoey
Melinda R. Holland
Raymond Holman
Linda H. Hor
Martin L. Howard
Raymond D. Howard
Vemon Huber
Laura Lea Hudson
Rebecca A. Hunter
Joseph M. laria
Ruth Isaac
Jeannie L. Johnson
Joann M. Johnson
Janice F. Jones
Rosie P. Jones
Reem M. Katrib
Janice L. Kelley
Maggie D. Kim
Constance Lee Kinman
Carol Lynne Knecht
Richard Kuhs
Noriko Kuniya
Reme A. Laida
£
Anne J. Land
Te Phan Le
^^^^^^^^"
-'
^^ "^K"
oieveii 'L. 'IJCLJCI

TEN YEARS

Betty Sau-Hing Lee
Shirley Lee

Matilde Oliveros Aceron
Ruth Violeta Alfonzo
Alan Alipoon
Ruel Alipoon
Edna J. Alien
Ann Altaffer
Edmund Antuna
Lolita A. Aprecio
Khalid Azhar
Lael Backy
Ruth Elizabeth Bailey
Rosie Barren
Laurie Karen Bearden
Mikeleen Bedros
Janice L. Beeler
Jan M. Belden
Rachel A. Bern
Catherine L. Bennett
Melvin F. Bergvall
Stephanie A. Blair
Diana M. Bolger
Paul K Bork
Linda S. Botimer
Jan D. Burgess
Aurea E. Burgos
Larry Burgos
Susan Carol Burns
Nora Caballero
Anita Calaranan
Kathy Lynn Calderon
Angelina Camacho
Ignacia M. Castillo
Sylvia Ceballos
Ivanilda Chavez
Theodore S. Chavez II
Norman E. Christian
Sandra Sungae Chun
Patricia A. Cloud
Janice M. Cochran
Jacqueline Virginia Comnick
Sandra J. Cortes
Wendelynn J. Cox
Barbara Ruth Cruz
Ben N. Cuizon
Milton F. Dalgleish
Marie T. DeLange
Charlotte A. DeLaval
Purita A. Del Amen
Zaida Delgado

Diane M. Lewis
Eric Pierre Lieux
Melody Lynn Lieux
Rajani Lim
Nancy S. Lo
Milton I. Lopez-Real
Prudencia C. Lucas
Laura L. Lura
Vivian G. Magallanes
Marilyn J. Magness
Thomas P. Malinowski
Lynda Kay Mallett
Milagros Maranan
Linda K. Marsh
Patricia McGinn
Yolanda Corpus McKinstry
Lois Means
Retta L. Michaelis
Florence L. Moore
Patrick J. Moore
Estela B. Morford
Thelma C. Lucas Morris
Sharon P. Moses
Regina D. Moshi
Michael E Murray
Ermelinda Nassar
Maureen Jane Nelson
Brenda Irene Nichols
Hanny Oey
Joe Olmos, Jr.
Margaret A. Palmour
Robert Warren Pape
William C. Payne
Lillian Phang
Gloria Piel
Erika L. Pierce
Betty Porier
Harley Price
Juanita G. Purvis
Patricia A Radovich
Marian Rell
Richard W. Ricker
Glenn Robinson
Edward Rodriguez
Arthur F. Rose
Stephen W Ruesch
Santiago Sanchez
Terri L. Sanchez
Dayna Frances Sargent

^

Annie P. Scott
Maryellen Shaw Sherman
Primrose O. Sisk
Sharon L. Souza
Charles Spencer
David Stanton
Jenifer Stewart
Lenus C. Sutherland
Julia B Swamer
John R. Thomson
David L. Throssell
Janet Eileen Thunquest
Kathryn L. Titus
Debbie Tbrbitt
Marian Signne L. Tiiazon
David L. Utt
Rosa I. Vallejo
Diego J. Veluz
Isabel Villegas
Elaine Vo
Shelia Ann Wagner
Debbie R. Walker
Kim L. Walker
Randi Walker
Deborah Helene Watson
Merrilyn 1. Webb
Eileen Marie Webster
Lynda Whinnery
Howard S. Wright

FIFTEEN YEARS
David E. Abbey
Roland Abel
Hope Alvarran
Srilugsna Angsusingha
Dennis T. Auden
Keith Avers
Cluer J. Baker
Josephine Banjao
Zarina Baqai
Linda J. Bell
Esther Bitanga
Beverly Blake
Denise Blanco
Harriet N. Bowers
Pamela M. Bracker
Bartolome Briones
Linda G. Brooks
Louie Calderon
Mildred Canlas
Nadine M. Carson
Rebecca E. Cassady
Lomina Chan
Sylvia T. Chang
Cheryl D. Christopherson
Pamela Jean Comett-Fjeld
Brenda M. Dallmeier
Ruth De Paepe
Lindy Deganos
M. Jane Dipinto
Vera Durrant
Armisticia Fabella
Aldrich C Famisaran
Barbara Flannery
Enid L. Ford
Robert E. Fuller
Fenina A. Garaza
Marianito M. Garcia
S. Nati Garibay
Cora Hamilton
Carole M. Harris
Lola B. Harrison
K, Mary Harstad
Karen L. Hay
Gary Hayman
Lolita V. Hequibal
Mabel H. Herbert
Christine P. Herndon
Kathleen Hogfbss
Brenda Holden
Janene L. Jenkins
Sharon D. Jordan
Martha J. Kairot
Donna J. Lambert
Regan Lara
Doris M. Le Compte
Daniel P Lee
Valorie Dawn Lemberger
Gaylene S. Lockwood
Betty A. Long
Lena Long
Cindy Macias
Rosemary L. Marriott
Erma L. Marshall
M. Evelyn McClure
Jean A. McFarlane
Barbara L. McLaughlin
David L. McLean
Natalie Meikle
Elizabeth Mendoza
Sigrid M. Moore
Mimi Mora
Rosalie A. Morvai
Anita L. Mueller

Dianne Nelson
Jean Newbold
Kathleen E. Olson
Maria Ortiz
Virginia B. Overcast
Eydie Pahls
Florence S. Pragasam
Sandra Ramnarine
A. Sheila Ramoutar
Barry W. Randolph
Patricia Reiswig
Adam Romero
Guadalupe Rubio
Linda Self
Gloria Sepulveda
Mary Seyffert
Joan Shanahan
Mario Solano
Lynda Sue Stefany
Linda J. Stewart
Sue Talboom
Jeanine Elaine Talge
Karen Tan
Barbara J. Testa
Doris Thompson
Faye Vega
Maria Villarreal
Connie Wagner
Judith Marie Wareham
Marketa Watson
Marie E. Whisman
Ida H. Willson
Janier Wilson
James K. Wong
Janice Zumwalt

TWENTY YEARS
Dianne B. Abbott
Elena O. Aguilar
Edd Ashley
Lucita P. Bacuyani
Joretta Baugh
Dorothy E. Beem
Donna Bell
Donald L. Bender
Margaret Blanchard
Delia Bonson
Angelina R. Coeur
Wanda June Daniels
Ysidra Diaz
Eden Diazen
Jeanette N. Foreman
Donna M. Garza
Walter R. Green
Mary Lynne Haislip
Lynn Heath
Margaret Kemmerer Heath
Nehemias C. Imperio
Rosita K. Imperio
Arlene M. Koehl
Loretta Lee
Josephine Mendoza
Consuelo G. Moreno
Daniel L. Moreno
Evelyn Mun
Judith O'Conner
Catalina Parra
Loren Poole
Laveme Reese
Ligia Restrepo
Donna J. Roath
Cruz Rocha
Sally K. Seamster
Shake Shennar
Sharon Sisk
Frank W. Wallstrom, Jr.
H. Lucille Woltz

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
Opal C. Eldredge
Eleanor J. Forgey
Lucy L. Lopez
Virginia Marcoe
Julia J. Padilla
Donna Partlo
John M. Reeves
Reinhild L. Richards
Eleanor M. Ruiz
Anne Smith
Mary Trujeque

THIRTY YEARS
Robert M. Cook
Valentina Delgado
Jim Simmons
Lavaun Sutton

FORTY YEARS
W. Alvin Thunquest, Jr.

,
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[TACULTY NOTES
The following academic appointments
and promotions were voted by the Board of
Trustees on May 8, 1988:
Joyce W. Hopp, PhD, distinguished pro
fessor of health education (recommended by
Schools of Allied Health Professions and
Public Health).
College of Arts and Sciences: Gary
Bradley, PhD, coordinator, undergraduate
division, department of biology; Joseph G.
Galusha, Jr., PhD, coordinator, graduate
division, department of biology; Jeffry M.
Kaatz, MMus, chair, department of music;
and Susan K. Patt, MEd, chair, department
of art.
School of Allied Health Professions: John
E. Lewis, PhD, chair, department of clinical
laboratory science; Pamela R. Haddad, in
structor in physical therapy; Charles E.
Moore, instructor in physical therapy.
School of Dentistry: Robert J. Clement,
DDS, assistant professor of oral diagnosis,
radiology and pathology; Louis G. Cuccia,
DDS, instructor in periodontics, division of
international dentistry; David J. Jo, DDS,
assistant professor of orthodontics; John Liu,
DDS, assistant professor of pediatric den
tistry; Changsu Park, DDS, instructor in
restorative dentistry.
School of Education: Viktor A.
Christensen, PhD, emeritus professor of cur
riculum and instruction; Reuben L. Hilde,
PhD, emeritus professor of curriculum and
instruction.
School of Medicine: John G. Kerbs, EdD,
associate dean for admissions; Barry L.
Taylor, PhD, chairman, department of
microbiology; Robert C. Rosenquist, Sr.,
MD, emeritus professor of medicine;
Hamoudi A. Al-Bander, MD, associate pro
fessor of medicine; Frederick M. Bischoff,
MD, adjunct assistant professor of preven
tive medicine; Desmond D. Gibson, MD,
assistant professor of dermatology; Robert
L. Johnson, MD, clinical professor of
medicine; Robert A. Pick, DO, assistant
professor of medicine; Gregory D. Reiber,
MD, assistant clinical professor of pathology;
Clare M. Sheridan, MBBCH, instructor in
pediatrics; William J. Wechter, PhD,
research professor of medicine.
School of Religion: A. Graham Maxwell,
PhD, emeritus professor of New Testament;
Jack W. Provonsha, PhD, emeritus professor
of philosophy of religion and Christian
ethics.
Associate professor of preventive medicine
in the School of Medicine, William Jarvis,
PhD, presented three lectures in April. On
April 5, he presented "Health Fraud in Soci
ety" before the American Medical Writers
Association monthly meeting in Los
Angeles; on April 15, he presented "Stand
ing Up for Your Rights" to the New Bruns
wick Dietetic Association in Bathurst, New
Brunswick, Canada; and "Nonscientific
Health Care Providers" and "Combating
Health Fraud" at Kent State University, Kent,
Ohio, as part of a conference sponsored by
Kent State's College of Education, on April
18.
Kay Khoo, SPPA, from the department
of speech-language pathology and audiology,
attended a conference in San Francisco from
April 22 to 24 about "Helping People
Change," practical concepts and treatment
strategies for the health professional.

• Jean Lowry, PhD, chairman of the depart
ment of speech-language pathology and
audiology, attended the council of Graduate
Programs in Communication Sciences and
Disorders Conference, April 20 to 21, in St.
Louis, Missouri. Issues discussed included
"Critical Issues Affecting Graduate Educa
tion," and "The Right Stuff: How Do You
Know if Your Graduate Program Has It?"
Madelynn Haldeman, assistant professor
of religion in the School of Religion, was
the main speaker at the women's weekend
retreat in Portland, Oregon, in April. About
55 women attended the retreat from around
the Portland area. With emphasis on the
cross and the meaning of Sabbath, they
studied self-esteem and self-worth as seen
through the cross. Ms. Haldeman, attending
for her fifth year, mentioned that all were
not Seventh-day Adventists, and the multidenominational participation added to the
sharing.
• Niels-Erik Andreasen, PhD, professor
and associate dean of religion; Kenneth
Vine, PhD, professor and dean; and Dalton
Baldwin, PhD, professor of Christian
theology, School of Religion, attended the
Biblical Research Committee meeting at
Andrews University this spring. The
General Conference-appointed committee
studies biblical theology questions facing the
church. They plan to compile a large volume
for the Biblical Commentaries which will
include the 27 fundamental beliefs of the
church, and to develop a series about the
doctrines of the church.
The committee also made plans for Bi
ble conferences about doctrines of the
church and prophetic interpretation to be
held in the Far Eastern Division and the
Trans European Division in 1991 to 1992.
• Robert Teel, PhD, professor of
physiology and pharmacology, presented a
paper at a mini-symposium on nutrition and
cancer at the FASEB meetings held in Las
Vegas, May 1 to 5. The title of the paper
was "Effect of ellagic acid on rat liver S-9
dependent mutagenesis and metabolism of
benzo(a)pyrene and binding of benzo(a)pyrene-8,8-digydrodiol-9,10-epoxide to
DNA." It was coauthored by PhD graduate
student Robin Vance. Dr. Teel has also had
a paper recently pubished in Xenobiotica en
titled "Disposition of the plan phenol ellagic
acid in the mouse following oral administra
tion by gavage."
Timothy T. K. Jung, MD, PhD,
associate professor of otolaryngology, head
and neck surgery, School of Medicine, was
honored with the Edmond Prince Fowler
Award from the American Laryngological,
Rhinological, and Otological Society (The
Triological Society) on Thursday, April 28,
at the annual meeting held in West Palm
Beach, Florida. This is one of the most
prestigious awards in otolaryngology and was
given in recognition of the excellence of Dr.
Jung's thesis in basic research. Dr. Jung
presented his research paper, entitled "Prostaglandins, leukotrienes, and other arachidonic acid metabolites in the pathogenesis
of otitis media," on the same day. With the
acceptance of his thesis, Dr. Jung was in
ducted as an active fellow of this prestigious
society.

Dr. Garbutt-Parreles enjoys her newly rennovated office which
enables her to function efficiently in her wheelchair without the
assistance of others.

Talents join to successfully
rennovate professor's office
Ernestina Garbutt-Parreles,
PhD, professor of Spanish in the
College of Arts and Sciences,
now feels right at home in her
office.
Thanks to the combined efforts
of several individuals, the
modification of her office
enables her to function efficient
ly in her wheelchair without the
assistance of others.
At the beginning of the
school year, Dr. Garbutt talked
with Anees Haddad, PhD, dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences, about the possibility of
renovating her office. Dr. Garbutt's therapist, Debbie Holms,
an occupational and rehabilita
tion therapist, evluated Dr. Garbutt's office.
In October, John Uhrig, direc
tor of the physical plant; along
with carpenter Stanford Harlan;
two therapists; and Zoreh Afshar, an architect; met in the of

fice to discuss and draw plans.
Mr. Harlan started the actual
building during the winter
quarter. Previously Dr. Garbutt
had a regular desk which made
it difficult to reach necessary
materials. The newly construct
ed desk is "L" shaped with two
pull out desk tops at either end,
a filing drawer which is easy to
reach, and the most unique fea
a turntable in the mid
ture
dle of the "L." The turntable ac
commodates a variety of items.
It is most useful as a bookshelf In the future, Dr. Garbutt
hopes to obtain a push button
lock installed for her office door
and a table made for her refrig
erator so she can open with
assistance. Dr. Garbutt feels peo
ple need to be more informed
about the things that are being
done to help the handicapped
to do their work at the
University.

Donate
your
used

computer equipment,
vehicle,
or real estate
to the

Loma Linda University Center
for Health Promotion,
a nonprofit organization.
Your gift is tax-deductible.

CALL (714) 824-4949,
ext. 7179
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School of Nursing student profile

Marilyn Yardley hopes to combine nursing with mission life
Marilyn Yardley chose nursing
as her second career. A former
school teacher, Marilyn taught
at Maranatha Christian Acad
emy in Costa Mesa for seven
years before enrolling in Loma
Linda University's School of
Nursing. Now she is preparing
to take nursing boards, with one
year left to complete her
bachelor of science degree.
Marilyn loved teaching. "I
especially miss the kids," she
says. "I've gone back and given
talks in chapel several times.
The neat thing about teaching
in a Christian school was that
I could pray with my students.
When there was a problem with
discipline, I could pray with
them. It was exciting to see God
touch their lives."
Marilyn chose to leave her
profession and take up nursing
to fulfill another lifelong
dream to become a mission
ary. "I believe the best way for
me to achieve that goal is to get
into a medical profession," she
says.

Although she had taught at a
Christian school, Marilyn had
never attended a Christian
school herself. She graduated
from the University of Califor
nia Santa Barbara with a degree
in biology, and attended several
other private and state schools
'
prior to that.
"When I decided to take nurs
ing, I applied to Loma Linda
University because I knew it was
a Christian university," Marilyn
explains. "I was especially in
terested in the classes dealing
with spiritual care in practice. I
asked Sylvia Davis, the admis
Marilyn Yardley
sions director, if it was all right
to pray with patients, and she have Bible study and to pray
with others in rooms on campus.
assured me it was."
At Loma Linda, Marilyn has It means encouragement in my
found that "there is an emphasis walk with Christ rather than
on caring for the whole person. ridicule most of the time.
"Even though we attend a
Christian education means the
freedom to share Christ with Christian university, not all the
others on campus. It means the students are Christians. And
opportunity to start class with a even though many are Chris
word of worship a reminder tians, we still hold different doc
that God is with us. Christian trinal beliefs. Scattered amongst
education means being able to the SDAs there are many dif-

CAS inaugurates use of
national achievement
assessment test for majors

Welcoming Dr. and Mrs. Gayle E. Rhoads (center) to Loma Linda
are Dr. John Kerbs (left), current head principal of Loma Linda
Academy, and Dr. John Thorn, Loma Linda Academy Elemen
tary School principal.

Dn Gayle Rhoads selected
as new Academy principal
Gayle E. Rhoads, EdD, was
recently selected by the Loma
Linda Academy Board of Direc
tors to replace John Kerbs, EdD,
as head principal of Loma Linda
Academy. Dr. Rhoads has offi
cially accepted the appointment
and will take up his duties on
July 1, 1988.
Dr. and Mrs. Rhoads come
from Thunderbird Academy in
Scottsdale, Arizona, where he
has been principal since 1986,
and where she has taught English
and home economics. Prior to
that, they were at Lodi Academy
in Northern California for 13
years, where he served as prin
cipal and she was a teacher.

Dr. Rhoads received his bach
elor of arts degree in theology
from Union College in Lincoln,
Nebraska. Next, he went to An
drews University in Berrien
Springs, Michigan, where he
received his master's degree in
education. More recently, he
received a doctor of education
degree in educational adminis
tration and leadership from LLU.
Before going into administra
tion, Dr. Rhoads taught religion
classes at the secondary level for
five years.
Dr. and Mrs. Rhoads have a
son, Kelton, who has a master's
degree from Loma Linda Univer
sity and resides in Loma Linda.

Gary Bradley, PhD, associate
professor of biology, and chair
man of the College of Arts and
Sciences assessment committee,
is in charge of the achievement
assessment of majors on the La
Sierra campus this year.
The achievement test demon
strates how much a student has
learned in his or her major. An
aptitude test shows how much
students could learn in their ma-"
jor areas of study.
The test comes from the Edu
cation Testing Service company
in Princeton, New Jersey. Each
department is responsible for
giving the two-hoqr multiple
choice test to its majors. Depart
ments participating in the assess
ment are biology, English,
history and political science,
chemistry, math and computing,
music, physics, and psychology.
Dr. Bradley mentioned that,
in an informal survey, his
students felt the test was not
that hard. "Our scores will be
compared to the national
scores," he explained. "The
other departments were very
eager to participate in the assess
ment."
This is the first time the La
Sierra campus has participated
and many departments are plan
ning to continue the yearly
assessment.
FLOAT IDAHO WHITEWATER
Middlefork of Salmon River, Lower
Salmon River. Individual, group, or
family. Experienced, licensed Advent
ist outfitter. Sabbath camps.
Vegetarian food.
DRURY FAMILY
Box 249, Troy, ID 83871(208) 835-2126

ferent denominations. This adds
a richness to our Christianity.
We are challenged by others
which eventually strengthens
our faith because it is tried. Our
focus remains on our common
Jesus Christ, our
ground
Savior and Lord."
Marilyn attends Calvary
Chapel in Costa Mesa and is a
member of a Friday night Bible
study that meets near her
parent's home in Newport
Beach.
Marilyn candidly admits her
experiences at LLU have been
both "good and bad." Included
in the "good" category are
teachers "who have been very
supportive. They have stimu
lated my thinking to a higher
level and taught me about work
ing with individuals," she says.
Marilyn has made several
close friends in nursing school,
including Karen Nelson. "We've
been together in every clinical
rotation," Marilyn says. "God
provides friends when I need
them."
Outside of her school respon
sibilities, Marilyn has become
involved in SIMS the student
mission club. During spring
break, Marilyn coordinated the
health education puppet pro
gram and assisted in the medical
clinic during a mission trip to

Valle de Trinidad in Baja
California.
Last summer she joined ap
proximately 35 LLU students
who participated in the Trenchtown, Jamaica, mission project.
"We went from house to house,
talking with the people about
their culture, the political situa
tion, living in the ghetto, their
health concerns, and the Lord,"
she recalls.
If her work schedule permits,
Marilyn plans to work in a >
medical clinic in Mexico once
a month. Otherwise she may
work at Union Rescue Mission,
a home for unwed mothers, or
some other missionary endeavor.
Graduation is still a year away,
but when that time comes,
Marilyn looks forward to becom
ing more involved in missions.
"As a nurse I may be able to get
into a country that wouldn't
allow me in as a missionary," she
says.
Although Marilyn is not a
member of the Seventh-day Adventist church, she says she is
impressed "that SDAs are not
exclusive, and are accepting of
other denominations.
"I pray with many of my
Seventh-day Adventist friends in
school. We focus on the points
of faith we have in common
not our differences," she says.

Rebecca Patchin * * *
Continued from page 12
posal."

Ms. Patchin says, "I started
medical school casually. I nevei
realized the opportunity to serve
in student government would
arise. But when I did, I really
wanted to get involved."
Prior to medical school, Ms.
Patchin was a nurse for almost
20 years. She received her AS
degree in nursing from Pacific
Union College, in Angwin,
California, in 1969, and herBS
degree in nursing from Walla
Walla College, in College Place,
Washington, in 1971. Both are
Seventh-day Adventist schools,
as is Loma Linda University.
She made the decision to gc
to medical school in 1984. Tc
accomplish this, she moved from
Brighton, Colorado, back tc
Orange County where she was
raised. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Patchin, live in Villa
Park. There she completed all
the necessary pre-medical re
quirements, took the MCAT (a
national test required for premed students), was accepted intc
Loma Linda University School
of Medicine, and started school
in the summer of 1985, at the
age of 35.
"I was hoping to get in to LLU
but I wasn't expecting it," she
recalls. "When I got my accept

ance letter, I said, 'God must
want me at Loma Linda.' "
With graduation only a yeai
away, Ms. Patchin is considering
various medical specialties.
Anesthesia tops the list, but
psychiatry, primary care, family
practice, and internal medicine
are also possibilities. "Women in
medicine often balance theii
careers with relationships and
children. Because of these extra
demands on their time, many
women choose not to participate
in medical organizations. I think
I'm willing to make sacrifices in
my life that others may not be
willing to make," she explains.
Dr. Behrens, LLU School of
Medicine dean, writes, "The
School of Medicine is both proud
and excited about Becky's ap
pointment to this position. She,
along with seven other junior
and senior students, conducted
a tour of our clinical facilities at
the recent School of Medicine
accreditation visit and was com
mended by our visitors as an
outstanding student. We are
confident Becky will ap
propriately represent our school
at the national level and will
continue to contribute to health
policy through the AM A. We
congratulate Becky and wish
God's blessings in her new
challenge."
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Happy 92nd Birthday, Hulda!
Over 400 guests attended a
gala birthday party for Hulda
Crooks, affectionately known
as "Grandma Whitney."
Held Thursday evening, May
19, in the San Bernardino
Maruko Hotel and Conven
tion Center, the $50-a-plate
fund-raising dinner was hosted
by Loma Linda University
School of Public Health for a
scholarship fund bearing her
name.
Mrs. Crooks gained interna

tional attention last July when, at the age of
91, she became the oldest women to ever climb
Japan's highest mountain, 12,388-foot Mt. Fuji.
Since reaching the "age of retirement," Mrs.
Crooks has embarked on a program of maintain
ing physical and mental vigor that is an inspira
tion to all know her.
Mrs. Crooks has climbed over a third of the
Southern California peaks listed by the Sierra
Club (including Mt. Whitney 22 times) since
age 64.

During the program, master-of-ceremonies Edwin H.
Krick, MD, dean of the School of Public Health, read
numerous telegrams congratulating Mrs.' Crooks on her
life-long achievements. Featured among the birthday
greetings was a message from President and Mrs.
Ronald Reagan.
Highlighting the evening was a video of Mrs. Crooks
on her famous climbs up Mt. Whitney and Mt. Fuji.
Included in video were clips from her appearance on
the Johnny Carson Show.
Loma Linda mayor Elmer J. Digneo presented Mrs.

Crooks with a proclamation naming
May 19 as "Hulda Crooks Day."
During the presentation, Mayor
Digneo announced that Loma Linda's
newest park would be named "Hulda
Crooks Park," in honor of Loma Lin
da's most famous citizen.
The Hulda Crooks Scholarship and
Loan Fund was established on Mrs.
Crooks 90th birthday. The endow
ment fund will provide both scholar
ships and low-interest loans to students
of outstanding quality who desire to
promote healthy lifestyles and a
healthy environment.

Mrs. Crooks visits with Olympian Bonny Warner
and her mother at a pre-dinner reception. Ms.
Warner set an American women's record in the luge
competition at the 1988 Whiter Olympics.

Loma Linda mayor Elmer J. Digneo
presents Mrs. Crooks with a pro
clamation naming May 19 as "Hulda
Crooks Day?'

Loma Linda's Dr. and Mrs. Henry Hadley visit
with Mrs. Crooks.

Guests VISH prior to entering
the banquet hall.

Proclamations from 19 cities honoring Mrs.
Crooks are displayed in the lobby.

W Augustus Cheatham, vice
president for public affairs, in
troduces special guests at Mrs.
Crooks birthday party.

Dean of the School of Public
Health Edwin H. Krick, MD,
welcomes the more than 400
guests.

The Loma Linda University Men's Chorus, under the
direction of Don Thurber, present special music for the
evening.
i

A Maruko Hotel employee presents Mrs. Crooks
with her birthday cake. Celebrating with Mrs.
Crooks is Helen W. Thompson, PhD, vice presi
dent for academic administration.

Mrs. Crooks' great-grandchildren help "Grandma Whitney" celebrate her 92nd birthday.
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Richardson production of James White drama
focus of first in Quiet Hour video series

Lavaun Sutton, alumna ot the year honoree for the School of
Nursing, accepts the award from Eva Miller, associate professor
of nursing and president of the School of Nursing Alumni
Association.

Lavaun Sutton honored as
1988 SN alumna of the year
The 1988 Nurses Alumni
Homecoming events this spring
were highlighted by the recogni
tion of alumna Lavaun Ward
Sutton, a graduate of the School
of Nursing and the Graduate
School.
Mrs. Sutton was honored for
her outstanding contributions in
coronary care nursing. A nurse
member and coordinator for
Loma Linda University's first In
ternational Heart Team from
1963 to 1977, she made trips to
Pakistan, Thailand, Taiwan,
Greece, Vietnam and Saudi
Arabia. During those years she
was the only nurse on the team,
and was responsible for teaching
the local nurses to do the post
operative care of patients.
It was also during that time
that she became clinical nurse
specialist for cardiovascular
surgery at Loma Linda Univer
sity Medical Center. She is cur
rently pacemaker clinic coor
dinator and clinical nurse
specialist in pediatric car
diology / cardiac surgery.
Mrs. Sutton holds member
ship in American Association of
Critical Care Nurses, Sigma
Theta Tau International,
Association of Seventh-day
Adventist Nurses, California
Nurses Association, and the
American Heart Association,
San Bernardino Chapter, where
she has held chair respon
sibilities for the nursing educa
tion committee. In the LLU
Nurses Alumni Association she
has served two terms as presi
dent, two terms as board
member, three terms as pastpresident, and banquet commit
tee chair.
Mrs. Sutton's other ac
complishments include founding
Mended Hearts, Inc., Loma Lin
da Chapter 34; speaking at the

National Convention for Mend
ed Hearts, Inc., in 1980;
developing and co-directing the
first course for Inland Empire
nurses in electrocardiography
and coronary care. She has
taught basic and graduate nurs
ing students critical care nursing
and intensive care courses at
LLUSN.
'
Her writing includes a chapter
in a book, journal articles, and
pre-op teaching books for openheart surgery patients, as well as
slide-sound programs and a
videotape series introducing
electrocardiography.
Her honors include personal
commendations to the LLU
Heart Team by President Ayuh
Khan of Pakistan, President Lyndon B. Johnson, Premier
Papadopolous of Greece, Presi
dent Richard Nixon, Saigon
Government Minister of
Health, and Prince Turkey and
Prince Sulton of Saudi Arabia.
She has been listed in Out
standing Young Women of America
and Outstanding Educators of
America. In 1968 she was nam
ed California's Outstanding
Young Woman. She received the
American Heart Association
Award for Meritorious Service
and the Annual Appreciation
Award for Mended Hearts, Inc.,
Chapter 34, as well as the
Leadership Award from the
American Heart Association.
The Alumnus of the Year
Award plaque presented to Mrs.
Sutton on April 10, 1988, states:
"Lavaun Ward Sutton, a
dedicated Christian nurse whose
love for the profession of nurs
ing is demonstrated by her con
tinued striving for excellence in
patient care and education. La
vaun, your commitment to Christ
and dedication to the ser
vice of others inspires us all."

Is it time to reacquaint
ourselves with our heritage? This
year marks the one-hundredth
anniversary of the 1888 General
Conference in Milwaukee. Dur
ing this year, Adventists
throughout North America will
be turning their attention to the
early history of the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. How much
do you really know about our
Adventist heritage?
What comes to mind when
you hear the name "James
White?" Do you think of him as
"Ellen White's husband," or are
you familiar with the many con
tributions James White made to
the founding of our church?
Quiet Hour radio broadcasters
feel the time is right to bring the
vitality and consecrated earnest
ness of the early pioneers of this
church into focus. "By going
back to our roots we can
discover again the way the Lord
has led, is leading, and will con
tinue to lead searching hearts in
to the light of His truth," says
Lavern Tucker, director of the
broadcast. "For this purpose The
Quiet Hour has embarked on
producing an Adventist Heritage
Series on videotape."
An Evening With James White,
Volume I in this Heritage Series,
will make the words and ac
complishments of this-founding
father of the SDA church come
alive for the viewer. James White
experienced the Great Disap
pointment of 1844 but clung in
confidence to God's Word and
was prepared to go forward as fur
ther light from that Word should
shine upon his pathway. His
writings included the first hym
nal for Sabbath-keeping Advent
ists. He started the church's first
youth magazine, The Youth's In
structor, and wrote all the early
Sabbath school lessons. He be
gan publishing the Adventist
Review and Sabbath Herald in
1850 and guided editorial policy
until his death. James White
served as president of the
General Conference for a total
of ten years during the formative
years of this church.
An Evening With James White
is a live, one-man dramatic pro

duction prepared by Mr. Larry
Richardson to help Seventh-day
Adventists understand the con
tributions James White made to
the early Adventist movement.
Mr. Richardson received his BA
degree in history and speech
communication from LLU in
1975. To create the script, he
spent hundreds of hours study
ing James White's autobiography,
personal letters, and editorials
through the E.G. White Estate.
He also researched the comments of those who personally
knew him.
About 80 percent of the words
in the performance are direct
quotes from James White's let
ters, articles, and books. The
other 20 percent are closely
paraphrased- from "- his
nineteenth-century writing style.
Dressed in the clothing of the
time and using period furniture
and props, Mr. Richardson
brings Elder White's words to
life.
An Evening With James White
can become an important
educational and inspiration tool

in churches, schools, and homes.
Neighbors, family, and friends
who have an interest in our
church will be able to see the
love one of our founding fathers
had for our church. Young peo
ple and those currently studying
to become Seventh-day Advent
ists will gain an insight into our
heritage in this visual represen
tation that might not be gain
ed in any other way.
The Quiet Hour recently pro
duced this videotape presenta
tion at the Adventist Media
Center. There has been a warm
response from those who have
seen a live presentation of this
work. Some new material has
been added to make the
videotape version fresh for those
who have seen the work
previously.
For more information or to
add An Evening With James
White to your video library, call
The Quiet Hour at 1-800-5441036 in California, or 1-800-5414488 elsewhere. Or, check with
your local Adventist Book
Center.

Arizona students to receive
equivalent grants from LLU
Thunderbird Academy gradu
ates who would qualify for Cali
fornia grant money if they were
residents of California will now
receive special equivalent grants
from Loma Linda University.
"These young people belong to
us," says Wayne Judd, executive
director of marketing for LLU,
"and we simply must do all we
can to make quality Christian
education available to them."
For many years, Arizona
students have had the disadvan
tage of not qualifying for Califor
nia grants. These grants are in
creasing from a maximum of
$4,300 this past year to $5,400
in the upcoming year. Thunderbird students will fill out the
FAFs (Financial Aid Forms) to
demonstrate need, and will be
awarded accordingly.
Seventh-day Adventist young
people in Arizona who do not
attend Thunderbird Academy

will also qualify, according to Mr.
Judd. For additional informa
tion, call the office of student
finance at Loma Linda Univer
sity, La Sierra campus, (714)
785-2175.

Children's Center begins
limited 24-hour service
The Loma Linda Children's
Center at 25228 Shepardson
Drive in Loma Linda, is pro
viding 24-hour child care Sun
day through Thursday. Because
of vacancies during the PM and
NOC shifts, the children's
center is currently able to offer
flexibility to 8-, 10-, and 12-hourshift employees who need childcare services, by offering per
diem and hourly rates. This flex
ibility will continue until vacan
cies are filled.
More information may be ob
tained by calling Pam Charron
or Esther Burley at 824-4568.

Pastor Camacho named secretary of the
Southeastern California Conference of SDA
Former associate pastor of the
Campus Hill Church, Harold S.
Camacho, has been named sec
retary of the 47,524-member
Southeastern California Con
ference of Seventh-day Advent
ists, with headquarters in
Riverside.
Pastor Camacho replaces Elwood E. Staff, who after nearly
nine years as secretary has step
ped aside because of his health.
Pastor Staff has amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis, known as Lou
Gehrig's disease, a progressive
nerve disorder that has affected
his speech.
In his new position as the con
ference's associate secretary,
Pastor Staff will work on projects
that require more writing than
speaking. Lighter responsibilities
will also give him more time to
spend with his wife, Toni, and
sons, Kevin and Scan.
Pastor Camacho, who assumed

his new position on May 16, has
been a pastor in the South
eastern California Conference
since 1979. He is currently com
pleting the requirements for a
doctor of philosophy degree in
theology and personality with
an emphasis in pastoral counsel
ing at the School of Theology
in Claremont. He and his wife,
Jill, have three children, Leslie
Steven, Alan James, and Kristina Jill.
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A story of poetry and physics
by Brit Ghdfi
Since when do mathematicians write poetry? And how often
do physicists create parables? Not very often. But last spring, Ed
win Karlow, PhD, chairman of the physics department in the
College of Arts and Sciences, asked his students to write parables
for their physics classes.
At La Sierra, students are invited to express their religious con
victions in a departmental religion course. This class explores
biblical and ethical aspects of that major. Dr. Karlow says that
La Sierra offers an excellent opportunity for students to share
their spiritual beliefs. His opinion is that this is a major advan
tage LLU has over non-Christian colleges. Through this course,
Dr. Karlow sees students receive a broader education than would
be possible at another college.
While teaching "Christianity and the Rational Man," he
watched students expand their perspectives on both science and
religion. Dr. Karlow assigned Jacob Bronowski's Science and
Human Values to his physics, mathematics, and computer-science
majors. He encouraged them to find hidden likenesses between
nature and the hand of God.
The class compared metaphor and simile useage in Psalm 23.
They discovered a similarity between David's definition of God
and the scientific definition of an electron. "The Lord IS my
shepherd" means that God is LIKE a shepherd. Similarly, "an
electron IS a particle" means that its behavior is LIKE a particle.
In this spirit, Dr. Karlow assigned the class to write a parable
of the Kingdom of Heaven. He challenged their knowledge of
both the spiritual lesson and its scientific allegory. Fuzzy spiritual
thinking, and mistaken scientific concepts would both be revealed.
The class accepted the challenge. Two students had already
been contemplating the common denominators between science
and religion. They later wrote final papers around the subject
of parables.
John Wical, then a junior mathematics / computing major, and
Kent Rue, then a senior computer-science major, gave Dr. Karlow
copies of their work for publication. Last summer, the full-length
versions were printed in the Association of Adventist Physicists
(AAP) newsletter.
"It was gratifying for me to see just how fruitful the exercise
had been for them," Dr. Karlow shared. "They confessed that
it was their first step toward discovering harmony and 'hidden
potential' in all knowledge."
"The Lord Is My Operating System," John Wical's poem sym
bolizing the 23rd Psalm, begins in a familiar way. The paraphrase
casts pastoral expressions in computer-science terminology.
"The Lord is my operating system,
I have everything I need."
Further on, he describes spiritual difficulties in terms of com
puter failure.
"Even though I encounter unsolvable bugs,
your utilities are accessible and ready to help me."
He concludes his poem by focusing on God's guidance
throughout all trials. A message of hope, John Wical's metaphor
reminds one of a Christian's heavenly aim.
"I know that you will give me high priority
whenever 1 am on your system.
And your computer will be my home site
forever and ever"
The second parable also utilizes computer-science terminology.
Kent Rue's "Parable of the Kingdom of Heaven," narrates the
fall of man and the story of redemption.
"The Kingdom of Heaven is like a Master UNIX Process
which operates a number of subprocesses..,.
Unfortunately, due to some unexplicable error somewhere,
the subprocesses became somewhat erratic, and failed
to perform
the task the Master Process expected them to complete."
Kent Rue continues with his parable, eventually concluding
with a spark of hope.
"It is rumored that in the future, the Master Process
will clean up the system, and will join all the corrected
subprocesses, and respawn all those that died that were
attempting to complete instructions from the Master
Process. At this time, there will be no more bugs
in the system...."
Dr. Karlow felt that an obvious synthesis had taken place in
these two pieces. "What they presented that afternoon stunned
the rest of the class," he recalled. "The messages were conveyed
by ordinary beings, but their meanings were not ordinary. The
messages transcended the technical vocabulary that carried
them."
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SM's Rebecca Patchin becomes second
woman to sit on AMA Board of Trustees
Rebecca Patchin, a member of
Loma Linda University's School
of Medicine Class of 1989, has
been selected as the student
trustee to the American Medical
Association Board of Trustees
and will be the second woman
ever to sit on the AMA board.
Coincidentally, the dean of
LLU's School of Medicine, B.
Lyn Behrens, MB, BS, is the on
ly woman dean of a coed medi
cal school in the continental
United States. Ms. Patchin says,
"The University has strongly
supported me during my cam
paign and has helped me arrange
my schedule around the AMA
board meetings, which will take
up 50 days of the year."
The 12-member board selects
a student to serve a one-year,
non-voting term on the Board
each year. The student is
selected from three candidates
submitted by the AMA
Medical Student Section (MSS),
whose membership includes
nearly 36,000 medical students
from 127 accredited medical
schools across the US.
Ms. Patchin received wide
support throughout her cam
paign for a seat on the AMA
Board of Trustees. Frederick S.
Armstrong, MD, California
Medical Association (CMA) im
mediate past president, wrote to
medical students in California:
"Over the past two years, Rebec
ca's level of participation has
widened from LLU School of
Medicine where she has served
and continues to serve on the
Student Senate. She was elected
by that body to be the alternate
delegate to the CMA Commit
tee of Medical Student
Representatives (CMSR). Concommitantly, she served as the
alternate delegate from Loma
Linda to the CMA House of
Delegates and the AMA-MSS
assembly. Last March, the
CMSR elected Rebecca to a
one-year term on the CMA
council, representing all medical
students in the state. The
CMSR also elected her to serve
as their committee's co-chair.
Charles W. Plows, MD, and
Brad Cohn, MD, chairman and
vice-chairman, respectively, of
the California Delegation to the
AMA, write: "In the area of
membership alone, Rebecca and
two classmates broke all records
for recruitment adding 191 new
members to the AMA student
rolls, and 212 new members for
San Bernardino County and
CMA during 1988. This was 93
percent of the first-year medical
class at LLU School of
Medicine. Rebecca is a 'do-er' of
incredible energy and com
petence who, at the same time,
works harmoniously with others
to achieve the goal.
"She set up, developed and is
implementing a 1988 voter

registration drive in San Bernar
dino County as part of her ac
tivity to support a Tobacco Tax
Initiative which is supported by
the CMA and is headed for
California's June ballot. In ad
dition, she is actively leading an
education campaign about this
initiative, and has registered 130
students as voters."
Wendell Moseley, MD, chair
man of the District II Delega
tion to the California Medical
Association, writes: "I had op
portunity to work with Rebec
ca who serves as a student
delegate. She is an absolutely
outstanding young lady. She was
informed on the issues, able to
clarify complex issues, is ar
ticulate and gracious. ... It is
such a pleasure to see our future
physicians take such an active
and productive interest in our

Rebecca Patchin
profession at all levels of the
federation. We need people of
her qualifications, aptitudes and
enthusiasm to lead us into the
future."
Sam T. Knappenberger, MD,
president of the San Bernardino
County Medical Society, writes:
"Rebecca is a regular attendee of
our General Membership
Meetings and has been an active
participant in the deliberations
of our district's representation to
the CMA. She consistently
demonstrates a thorough
understanding of issues and is
able to articulate her opinions
effectively and in a manner that
gains the cooperation of her
fellow delegates."
From the California Medical
Association, Laurens P. White,
MD, president, and Loward L.
Lang, MD chairman of the
council, write: "Rebecca was
selected the student coordinator
for the AMA AIDS student
teacher program and assisted in
obtaining faculty sponsors and
support of the dean's office in
planning for the teleconference
and future student involvement
in this activity. She represented
views of the CMA Council to
CMA's reference committee on
AIDS. Rebecca is not afraid of
representing unpopular positions
and, in doing so, contributed tc
discussion and wording of the
reference committee report on
AIDS, which the CMA house
of delegates praised as an excep
tionally well-written reference
committee report on a very dif

ficult subject.
"Rebecca Patchin brings
maturity, hard work, intellectual
acuity and caring to all of hei
efforts. The AMA as an
organization, as well as we physi
cians and our patients, will be
well-served by her. Our support
for her appointment to the
Board of Trustees is uncondi
tional."
Ms. Patchin's purpose in serv
ing the AMA Board is to draw
attention to issues of special
relevance to students and shed
light on the student perspective
of issues, she says. "I have a
responsibility to represent all stu
dent views, not just those from
Loma Linda, although I've found
that nationally, student views are
not much different."
Three major areas of concern
pertain to the cost and quality
of medical education, medical
residency programs, and the im
pact of AIDS "on us, the health
care system, and the public," she
says.
Students are known to be
more idealistic and. are
sometimes referred to as the con
science of the AMA, Ms. Patchin says. "Students can make
a difference in big policy-making
decisions. For example, Ken
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